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Shock oscillation ahoad of conic& centre-body intakes has been 
suppressed by the use of vortex ,~c-'nerators on the rzonical surface and by 
removal of the boundary layer by suction slots, 

Vortex generators on the cone surf'a~e gave some increase in the range 
of stable flow in particular cases but at a sli&t cost in pressure recovery. 

Boundary layer suction through a forward facing slot on the cone 
surface was more successful and gave a considerable increase in range of 
stable flow at the test h&h Nos. with the slot positioned correctly, The 
pressure recovery was unchanged at full mass flow, but considerable increases 
were recorded for scme configurations at reduced mass flow. 

The drag increment due to suation w?. 5 s approximately equal to that 
obtained by spilling the same quantity of air (about O*j'j& of engine flow) 
round the cowl tip. This represented so~llr: 23% of the drag (excluding skin 
friction) of the intake at full mass flow. 

pre~$.~usly issued as R.A.E. Tech. Note No, Aero. 255'I-A.RaC,20,068, 
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The shock Bscillations which occur ahead of centre-body intakes under 
certain conditions have been discussed in Ref.1 and were divided there into 
two types. The first type was shown to be associated with the vortex sheet 
emanating from the intersection of three shocks ahead of the intake (Fig.1) 
end a method was given for predicting its onset. No conclusions were how- 
ever reached with regard to the second type which, it was suggested, F&S 
associated with the boundary layer on the centre-body, and in particular 
with its separation from the surface. 

Two methods were used in the present work in an attempt to suppress 
such a separation and so investigate its effect on oscillation. These 
involved the use of vortex generators on the cone surface and removal of the 
boundary layer from the cone by suction. 

The tests were made in the R.i:.E. Supersonic Wind Tunnels. 

2 TESi'S: WITH VORTEX GEB'ERLTORS 

2.1 Action of vortex generators 

If in aerodynamic flow the prcssurt rises, then the rise in potential 
energy is normally compensated by a decrease of kinetic energy. Iior;ever et 
a solid boundary the kinetic energy is zero and any rise in potential energy 
is obtained by transfer 5f energy across the boundary layer. If the boundary 
layer cannot transfer energy rapi.dly enough, the flow separate# from the 
surface and a turbulent layer separates under the influence of a normal shock 
nith Mach numbers greater than about 1.3 (Ref.2). On the conical surface of 
a centre-body intake however, the layer is laminar in small scale model tests 
such as the present (Reynolds No. based on nose projection less than 350,000) 
and may be so on a full scale intake cruising at altitude. The lr.ycr then 
separates at a liiach No, lower than 1 .3. As the cone surface il ach number of 
a 25O semi-angle cone reaches 1.3 at a free stream Mach No. of 1,85, 
separation of the boundary layer from the cone surface can normally be 
expected at the second shock (Fig.1) unless artificial means of increasing 
the transfer of energy are used. 

ttream-wise vortices just outside the boundary layer cause rapid inter- 
change of air (and hence energy) across it and so may delay the flow separa- 
tion to a higher Nach No. In the present tests the vortices were generated 
from the tips of low aspect ratio aerofoils placed at incidence on the cone 
surface. Such generators have been used successfully to eliminate separation 
at low speeds and the present tests represented an attempt to achieve a 
similar result at Supersonic speeds. 

2.2 Models and experimentrl technic~ue 

Vortex generators were placed on a typical conical-centre-body model 
with 30' semi-angle (S.D.6 of Rcf.1) at distances 0.5" and 0.8" along the 
model axis from the conical tip. The generator design was similar to a 
design recommended by A. Lpence except that the spacing between generators 
was doubled for reason of manufacture on this small scale. Dimensions of the 
intake are shown in Fig.2 and details of the vortex generators in Fig,3r 

The methods of varying and measuring mass flow through the model and 
pressure recovery were those of Ref.3, A schlieren apparatus was used to 
determine whether the flow was stable or unstable. 
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2.3 Test and results 

The tests were made in the R,A,E, Ho.4 Supersonic Tunnel at Fach Nos. 
of 2.14 and 2.4.8 with atmospheric stagnatiirn pressure. Two values of lip 
position parameter 5& were cbtained by varying the cone projection length. 
The model was tested without generators, with each set of generators separate- 
ly and with both sets together. The results for both sets of generators 
together were always worse, from considerations of both stability and pressure 
recovery, than those for the front set alone and so are omitted, Restits with 
front and rear generators are given in Figs.4 and r)p pressure recovery being 
plotted over the mass flow range for which the flow was stable. 

In all cases the front generators gave some improvement in stability 
at the expense of a slight loss in pressure recovery. At Ifi = 2.14 the 
improvement in stability was quite mrcrked, The rear generators, on the 
other hand, in no case improved the range of stability appreciably. It 
appears therefore that the vortices must be genera&L well forward to be 
effective, Pig.6 shows photographs of the model at M = 2,il+ without genera- 
tors, with front generators, arid with rear generators. The boundary layer 
appears to have thickened under the influence of the second shock at the 
station of the rear generators, but not at the front generators. This 0on- 
elusion is confirmed by the stronger flow disturbances visible from the front 
generators, The rear generators were therefore inasked to scme extent whi.Gh 
presLznab'l.y reduced their effectiveness. 

Although the front generators postponed oscillation they did not 
apparently prevent separation of the boundary layer on the centre-body, Fig.7 
sholr;s the distribution of total pressure across the duct at a station just 
behind the entry plane for one model arrangement at M = 2.14. The exit area 
was set at the value at which oscillation began when no generators were 
present. Total pressure is plotted against r2. The drop towards the centre- 
body is an indication of breakaway and this is seen to have been little 
reduoed by the front generators and actually increased by the rear generators. 

Ve are thus unable to offer a full explanation of the success of vortex 
generators in preventing or delaying shock oscillation in certain cases. 
Their sucoess, it seems, does not involve complete suppression of the break- 
away. Rather it seems to lie in the re-cnergi sing cf the boundary layer at 
its interaction with tho shock, which presumably alters the nature of the 
breakaway. 

3 SUCTION TESTS 

3.1 Tests with surface suotion 

The initial models tested had centre-bodies with cone semi-andes of 
22,5° and 25’ placed in the cowl ‘&II.3 of Ref.J. Slots were cut at right 
angles to the surface at stations ahead of and behind the entry plane and 
suction was applied to a low pressure of the order of free stream pressure via 
a calibrated orifice. The suction was applied to the slots separately and 
together, but no case was recorded of an increase in stable flow at either 
M= 2.14 or 2.48, though the mass flows throue the slots were of the order of 
two peroent of the intake mass flaw. 

It aspeared both from solllieren photographs ‘and measurements of total 
pressure at a station just downstream at the model entry that, with suction, 
the flow broke avfay from the surface immediately behina tho slot. It was 
further found that this breakaway was more violent than without suctiont It 
was thought that this bre,akaway might be avoided and possibly a more caplate 
removal of the boundary layer achieved, by use of a forward facing slot and 
by careful design of the Sucting for the bleed air just downstream of the 
slot. Two such models were made as described below. 
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3.2 Tests with slot suction 

3.2.1 Models 

Two centre-bodies (25' VI and VII) which had identical basic profiles, 
but with the slot of one 0.2" behind that of the other were designed for use 
with the oowl S,i.l.j. Dimensions are given in Fig.2. The centre-bodies were 
in two parts; a nose piece screwing into a shroud leaving sn annular passage 
for the bleed flow. The slot height could be varied by altering the nose 
projection from the shroud with packing washers. The values of lip-position 
parameter 0& and of G&, tile Mach No. at which the cone shock strikes the 
cowl lip, were of course slightly altered as a result. The nose projection 
of the whole centre-body could also be varied by packing washers, alternating 
the value of G. and the distance of the slot ahead of the intake. The 
design washer was 0.05 thick (e.g. 25' VI c 0.05) and a thicker washer meant 
that the intake had an inefficient subsonic diffuser and gave a samewhat 
poorer pressure recovery than at the design point. Intakes were however 
tested with en 0.15" washer to give an additional value of M, . 

c 
3.2.2 Pressure recovery tests 

Models 25' VI and VII were tested with 0.05" and 0.15" packing washers 
at Mach No=, of 2.14, 2.4B and 2.90 to give the range of slot positions and 
values of he shown in Fig.8. Both flush slots, i.e. with the outside 
surface continuous apart fr& the bleed, and zero height slots, i.e. with 
the underneath side of the slot lip in line with the cone, were used. Kn 
general it was found that some increase of stability was obtained with flush 
slots by the use of suction, but that a greater increase was obtained with 
zero height slots. It was further found that there was no advantage to be 
obtained by increasing the slot height to positive values, Two comparisons 
of the stability ranges with zero height and flush slots are shown in Fig.9, 
for both the suction and non-suotion cases. The values of pressure recovery 
are shown over the stable mass flow range. As in most of the tests reported 
here, the onset of oscillation watt well defined for the suction cases, the 
flow changing suddenly from stability to large amplitude oscillation. 

For the non-suotion cases however, the onset of oscillation was not 
clearly defined, the shook system beoomingmore and more blurred on reducltion 
of mass flow until eventually the flow was definitely oscillating. Thus it 
was difficult to judge the onset of oscillation in these cases, and no 
significance should be attached to small differences in the stability ranges 
as shown. 

The results for zero height slots at M = 2.48 and 2.90 are given in 
Figs.lO-13. The results are presented in Figs.10 and 12 in terms of &/Aen 
both for the suction and non-suction cases. The results for the suction 
cases only are given in Figs.11 and 13 in terms of AdAWmax together with 

values of LdRen (i.e. distances of the slots ahead of the entry) and G&. 
Typical values of bleed mass flow are also marked. 

Ocmparing intakes with equal packing washers (which are almost identical. 
except for slot position), it is clear that the slot should be some distance 
ahead of the entry plane for maximum range of stable flow, but we oannot 
determine the optimum position from the present limited data. It appears 
from schlieren photographs (Fig.14) that the flow is stable provided the 
second shook strikes the cone surface behind or at the suction slot. This 
criterion presmably breaks down if the slot is too far forward, as is 
indioated in Fig.l4(d) where the second shock is on the slot lip and is just 



beginning to oscillate. A forward movement of the slot does however reduce 
pressure recovery somewhat. Fig.15 shows the effect of suction on the shock 
configuration at full mass flow and at the onset of oscillation. 

Althou& suction can delay the onset of oscillation it does not have 
the expected effect of preventing breakaway of the boundary layer from the 
centre-body. In fact the breakaway is even more pronounced at the entry 
measuring station. This is illustrated in Fig.16 which gives some distri- 
butions of total pressure with and without suction across the duct of 25' 
VII + 0,15”. The results are given for the value of exit area at the onset 
of oscillation without suotion, and a somewhat larger exit. This result is 
in agreement with the te-t 1) s on vortex generators where again the separation 
was not suppressed but the stability range was extended. In this case it 
seems that the thinning of the boundary layer at its point of interaction 
with the shock leads to an extension of the stable flow range. 

3.2.3 Drag tests 

The advantages and disadvantaves of boundary layer suction can be fully 
assessed only when the drag increment associated with it is known. Drag 
tests were therefore made on 25' VII + 0.083" with zero-height slot using 
the experimental technique of Ref.3. The bleed air was ducted to the free 
stream, and no direct measurement of bleed mass flow were made. Measurements 
were taken at M = 2.48 and 2.90 over the range of stability both for the 
suction and non-suction cases and the results are presented in Figs,18 and 
19. The external pressure drag coefficient of the intake % plus the 

internal drag coefficient of the bleed GJ+, is plotted against A,/Aen. (A, 
is the mass 
flow), 

flow passing through the intake and does not include the bleed 

The results for the model with the same value of nose projection, but 
without a suction slot, are also presented. The difference between the drag 
of the two models is then the drag due to the presence of the suction slot. 

The resul%s are compared with the theoretical drags for the model 
without suction slot as calculated by the methods of Ref. 3 cn an 
assumption of no unstable flow. The agreement between theory and experiment 
is good at M = 2.u for both the suction and comparison models, but there is 
a discrepancy between the predicted and measured full mass flow at M = 2.90. 
There is however good agreement between the predicted and experimental drag 
rises due to spillage at both Mach numbers, 

Also the experiment points for both models lie on the same curve, but 
the suction model does not reach quite such a hi& mass flow due to the 
quantity of air being sucked away. It thus appears that the drag increment 
due to sucking away the boundary layer is approximately equal to that due 
to spilling an equal amount of air around the cowl lip. This represents 
about a 255% increase in the drag, excluding skin friction of the intake in 
the cases tested. It is possible that this drag increment could be reduced 
somewhat by limiting the exit area of the bleed flow and so reducing the 
internal drag of the bleed. 

Results are also presented for the model with slot but without suction. 
The presence of the slot reduces the mass flow slightly, but with less in- 
crease in drag than is normally incurred by spilling. 

4 coNcLuSI~ 

Vortex generators gave some increase in the range of flow stability of 
conical centre-body intakes in particular cases, provided they were well 



forward of the shock boundary layer interaction on the cone surface. There 
was in general a slight loss in pressure recovery, 

Boundary layer suction through flush siots, cu-t at ri,@t angles to the 
cone surface , gave no increase in flow stability. However, suction through 
forward-facing slots gave a considerable gain in flow stability in the cases 
tested, and this gain was found to increase with the distance of the slot 
ahead of the entry plane, up to a limiting value. No gain in pressure 
recovery at full mass flow was recorded, but there were considerable gains 
at reduced mass flow, provided the slot was not far ahead of the entry piane. 

It was not found that either vortex generators or boundary layer 
suction prevented breakaway of the boundary layer from the cone surface, even 
in the cases where oscillation was suppressed. The precise mechanism whereby 
the devices were successful in increasing the range of stable flow could. not 
therefore be fully demonstrated. 

The drag increment due to suction was found to be ap$?oximately equcKi. 
to that due to spilling round the cowl lip an amount of air equal to that 
removed by suction. This represented about a 23% increase in the drag, 
excluding skin friction, of the intake. 

--.--- 
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